Benninger launches three new products at India ITME 2022
Benninger underlines its position as a complete system supplier for all important finishing processes

The Swiss company Benninger has been the textile industry’s leading partner across the globe for
more than 160 years developing and manufacturing textile finishing and tire cord production ranges as
well as complete system solutions. Their branches and service representatives are located all over the
globe. Thanks to their comprehensive process know-how and their desire for continuous learning customers benefit from high-quality installations with excellent customer service.
Benninger offers overall solutions for all important textile wet finishing processes with a special focus
on the continuous open-width treatment of woven and knitted fabrics as well as technical textiles and
on jet dyeing machines and jiggers.
Benninger is proud to present the Jet dyeing machine FabricMaster, the brand-new singeing machine
SingeRay and the all new Cold-Pad-Batch (CPB) dyeing machine for knitted fabrics at India ITME
2022. Visitors are welcome to receive firsthand information about the outstanding products in hall 3
booth C1D2.

FabricMaster
Benninger produced the fastest, most versatile and economic Jet dyeing machine in the industry which
ensures dramatically shorter process times. The FabricMaster is not only a robust and reliable system,
but the benchmark of the industry in future. Its harmonic versatility is the beacon to conquer new markets.
Benninger’s passion for perfect fabric quality makes sure that finishers produce the widest range of fabrics at lowest cost and unmatched low water consumption levels.
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Image: Benninger FabricMaster

SingeRay
The latest singeing machine is equipped with two burners and a double nozzle strip – 100% made in
Germany. The silicium carbide burning chambers ensure complete combustion, and a constant burner
temperature thanks to four cooling channels. Low gas consumption and a perfect flame will increase the
scope of fibres and blends.
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Cold-Pad-Batch
The heart of the CPB dyeing station is still the padding mangle with two Küsters S-roller systems. Now
it offers best accessibility through optimised design with compact dimensions and a dyeing trough that
swivels downwards and backwards. Enhanced operator safety is another key feature of the new design.
Benninger is the market leader for 100% level dyeing results with no listing or tailing. The S-roller technology creates a nip profile adapted perfectly to the fabric and process requirements.
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